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Introduction 
The Carbon Black Version 5.0 Release Notes document provides information for users upgrading 
from previous versions as well as users new to the product. It consists of the following major 
sections: 
 

● Before you begin: This section describes preparations you should make before beginning 
the installation process for Carbon Black Server.  

● Carbon Black 5.0 new and modified features: This section provides a quick reference to 
changes in Carbon Black since version 4.2.3.  

● Corrective content: This section describes issues resolved by this release as well as more 
general improvements in performance or behavior. 

● Known issues and limitations: This section describes known issues or anomalies in Carbon 
Black v5.0 that you should be aware of. 

● Contacting Bit9 support: This section describes ways to contact Bit9 Technical Support and 
the information to have prepared to troubleshoot a problem. 

 
This document is a supplement to the main Carbon Black Product documentation. 

Important information 

We recommend that you review these release notes carefully, especially the New and modified 
features and Known issues and limitations sections. 

Purpose of this release 

This release contains major new feature functionality as well as quality and performance 
improvements.   

Documentation  

The standard user documentation for Carbon Black v5.0 includes: 

● Carbon Black User Guide:  Describes Carbon Black v5.0 feature functionality in detail. This 
document is new as of version 5.0. 

● Carbon Black - Enterprise Server Sizing Guide: Provides details on infrastructure sizing for 
Carbon Black. 
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Before you begin 
This section describes preparations you should make before beginning the installation process 
for the Carbon Black server.  These include actions you should take before installing the Carbon 
Black server, preparations you should make for configuring the server after installation, and 
general information you should know about the server and sensor.  It contains information that 
applies to upgrades and new installations. 

YUM URL: 

Please use caution when pointing to the YUM repository. Different versions of the product are 
available on different branches as shown below: 

The v5.0 is available on Carbon Black YUM, pointed to by the following base URL: 

baseurl=https://yum.carbonblack.com/enterprise/stable/x86_64/ 

The v4.2.X is available on Carbon Black YUM, pointed to by the following base URL: 

baseurl=https://yum.carbonblack.com/enterprise/release/x86_64/ 

System requirements 

The document Carbon Black - Enterprise Server Sizing Guide describes the hardware and 

software platform requirements for the Carbon Black Server and provides the current 

requirements for systems running the sensor. Both are available in the customer support portal 

area of the Bit9 web site. 

Both upgrade and new customers should be sure to meet the requirements specified in 
these documents before proceeding. 

Carbon Black Server Installations and Upgrades 

Carbon Black server upgrades are supported from the following Carbon Black server versions to 
this v5.0 version: 

● V4.1.5  
● All 4.2.x versions 

 
For more detailed instructions for installing or upgrading the server, please refer to the Carbon 
Black User Guide. It is available in the support area of the Bit9 web site. 

Support for the upgrade process 

Carbon Black Server and sensor upgrade support is covered under the Customer Maintenance 
Agreement.  Bit9 recommends contacting Technical Support prior to performing the upgrade, 
for further details on the upgrade process and the latest information that supplements the 
information contained in this document.  Technical Support is available to assist with the 
upgrade process to ensure a smooth and efficient upgrade installation. 

https://yum.carbonblack.com/enterprise/stable/x86_64/
https://yum.carbonblack.com/enterprise/stable/x86_64/
https://na6.salesforce.com/secur/login_portal.jsp?orgId=00D300000000S7D&portalId=06030000000D6OJ
http://www.bit9.com/
http://www.bit9.com/
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Before running the server upgrade 

 Carbon Black v5.0 comes with a new sensor version that supports some of the new features. 
Before you run the Carbon Black Server upgrade program, you should determine if you would 
like to upgrade to the new sensor version. Servers and Sensors can be upgraded independently, 
and sensors can be upgraded by sensor groups, rather than all at once.  
Decide if you would like to the new sensor to be deployed immediately to existing sensor 
installations, or if you want to install only the server updates first. Bit9 recommends a gradual 
upgrade of sensors to avoid any unacceptable impact on network and server performance. 
  
Note: There is no expected degradation to sensor performance with Carbon Black 5.0 

 

Deployment of sensors can be configured via the web UI in the following manner: 

1) Log in to the web UI, navigate to the ‘Sensors’ page, and edit the group settings for each 
active group: 

 

 
Figure: Group settings dialog 

 

2) Under the ‘Advanced’ tab, find the “Upgrade Policy” setting. If this is set to “Always 
Latest”, the server will automatically sensors to the latest sensor version. If you want to 
keep the sensors at a specific version, select that version number from the dropdown 
prior to upgrade. If you want to continue using whatever sensor versions are already 
installed, regardless of version, select ‘Manual’. 
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Note: These settings apply to Windows sensors. To change OS X and Linux sensor settings 
please see the Installing and Managing Sensors chapter of the Carbon Black User Guide. 

 

 

Server Upgrade Steps 

If you are UPGRADING the server, please follow the steps in this section. These steps require 
SSH or console access to the server with root privileges. 
 

● Standalone Server 

1. On the server, stop the Carbon Black services: service cb-enterprise stop 

2. Update the Carbon Black services: yum update cb-enterprise 

3. Restart the Carbon Black services: service cb-enterprise start 

 

● Clustered Server 

1. On the Master server, navigate to the cb install directory (defaults to /usr/share/cb) and 
stop the Carbon Black services: ./cbcluster stop 

2. Update the Carbon Black services on all nodes: yum update cb-enterprise 

3. Restart the Carbon Black services: ./cbcluster start 

 

Improvements of Carbon Black will occasionally require a utility called ‘cbupgrade’ to be used 
after yum install cb-enterprise to migrate the database schema or alliance feed data. Upgrading 
from previous stable version of Carbon Black (4.2.3) to current release is not expected to require 
this step. However, running the utility is required when there are local changes to configuration 
files that have to be manually consolidated with the newer versions distributed by the release. 
The operator will be notified of this requirement when attempting to start the cb-enterprise 
services. In a clustered Server configuration, this utility will need to be run on all nodes before 
restarting the cluster. When running this utility in a clustered environment, be sure to answer 
‘NO’ when asked to start the CB services, the administrator will need to use ‘cbcluster’ to start 
the clustered server. 

Prepare for post-installation tasks 

Carbon Black v5.0 expands on the notification actions available in response to a watchlist and  
feed match, and gives you (the users) more control over the types of notifications you would like 
to get per watchlist and feed basis. It is recommended that watchlist and feed notification 
settings are reviewed following the upgrade to ensure they are according to your preference.  
Please visit Threat Intelligence and Watchlist pages accessible from the Detect menu in the 
Carbon Black console or refer to Threat Intelligence Feeds and Watchlists chapters of the user 
manual to view available options.  
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Carbon Black v5.0: New and modified features 
The following sections provide a quick reference to the feature changes made since v4.2.3. 

Endpoint Isolation for quarantining and containing attacks  

Responders can now instantly disrupt active intrusions by quarantining one or multiple 
endpoints from the network while still maintaining an active connection with the Carbon Black 
server. This enables IR (Incident Response) teams to perform more conclusive and surgical 
investigations, while limiting the damage from the attack.  

Carbon Black Live Response  

Responders can now perform remote live investigations, intervene with ongoing attacks, and 
instantly remediate endpoint threats. This enables incident responders to “look at” and “touch” 
endpoints to take immediate action during an investigation—even while the endpoint remains 
isolated from the rest of the network. For example by getting a real time file directory or killing a 
currently running process. 

Note: This above functionality requires a v5.0 sensor.  

Bit9+Carbon Black First Party Threat Feeds for improved detection 

Bit9 + Carbon black now delivers threat feeds for improved detection. The feeds can be enabled 
from the Threat Intelligence Feeds page. 

Four new Threat feeds are published with Carbon Black 5.0. The feeds detect different types of 
content and have differing degrees of false positives. Due to noise levels, we recommend 
different initial alert settings, so you can determine the number and type of hits for these feeds 
within your environment: 

Feed Name Severity 
of Hits 

False Positive 
Rate 

Sample 
Content 

Recommended Initial 
Alert Settings 

Advanced Threats High Low Malicious Hit On 

Suspicious Activity Varies Lower Suspected 
malware 

Off 

Visibility Feed Low Unknown Vulnerable 
Applications 

Off 

Early Access Indicators Varies Unknown Malicious Hit Off 

 

* Also, activities that are commonly used by attackers but are also representative of normal 

behaviors, such as psexec. 
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Alert Triaging and searching  

The ability to filter and search alerts is a new capability in v5.0. Severity is also shown along with 
the cause of the alert. Information is separated on the Triage alerts page per alert into the what 
triggered (such as the machine or specific file) and the why it triggered (such as the watchlist 
query or alliance feed). 

KPI Dashboard for instant visibility across an enterprise  

With Carbon Black’s new dashboard, security teams now gain instant insight into key endpoint 
and incident response performance indicators across their entire environment. This enables 
organizations to understand and articulate the state of their endpoint detection and response 
capabilities. The dashboard also highlights key areas of risk, such as the riskiest users and 
endpoints.  

Cross Process Injection Events: Detect and investigate attacks 

With the new cross process event type, security operations can now get visibility and alerts 
when applications inject code or manipulate the memory of other running processes. Visibility 
into these events is helpful for detecting malicious code and when performing an investigation.  

Tamper Detection for the Carbon Black Sensor 

A new capability to watch for events which could indicate a compromise in the integrity of the 
Carbon Black Sensor. This includes attempts to stop the sensor, disable the service, change the 
sensors settings, or delete sensor data. Any modifications of the Carbon Black directory are 
recorded.  

Improved Navigation 

The top level menus of Carbon Black have been reorganized for more efficient navigation and 
many subpages, included watchlists, threat intelligence and administrative pages have been 
updated.  

Lastline Integration 

Along with the release of Carbon Black v5.0, a new connector for the Lastline Breach Detection 
Platform is available. This connector provides integration with the Lastline service by sending 
binaries collected by Carbon Black to Lastline for detonation and analysis. The results from 
Lastline are correlated with Carbon Black data for alerting and investigation.   
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Corrective Content 

The following is additional corrective content in this version, along with some security 
vulnerabilities which have been addressed: 

 
1) Fixed feed synchronization issue by including the default value during startup. (ENT-

3898) 
 

2) Included other IOC hit attributes (in addition to ioc_value and ioc_type) as a JSON field 
in feed events. (ENT-3471) 
 

3) Modifying DatastoreRootDir in cb.conf now updates solr.xml during startup. (ENT-3417) 
 

4) Investigation Times are now sorted correctly - When investigations are sorted by time, 
they used to be "string ordered" based on day of week instead of day of the month and 
time. (ENT-3543) 
 

5) For customers installing on RedHat, cb-enterprise install required a wxBase package, 
which was not part of the CarbonBlack yum repo. The wxBase package is now part of 
CarbonBlack yum repo. (ENT-3563) 
 

6) Fixed issue where "cbcluster add-node" command could fail on start with cb-rabbitmq 
timeout message - The issue is related to cbcluster add-node command attempting to 
start cb-rabbitmq cluster on the head node before it does anything else. According to 
RabbitMQ Clustering guide when the entire cluster is brought down, the last node to be 
shutdown must be the first node to come back up. (ENT-3635) 
 

7) Improved internal API calls to collect server statistics. (ENT-3693) 
 

8) Fixed Nginx startup issue after CentOS/RedHat SELinux policy updates. (ENT-3749) 
 

9) Fixed internal Datastore JVM memory pressure. (ENT-3761) 
 

10) Sensor throttle stops all eventlog ingest due to an error in accounting of total number of 
bytes committed to SOLR index. (ENT-3733) 
 

11) Fixed an issue with combined search queries that include ‘alliance_score_<feed>’. (ENT-
3832) 

 
12) Fixed issue where links from investigations pane for analyze returned 404 error. (CBUI- 

               941) 
 

13) On process analyze page, Reg Action and Sig facet fields now jump into the right 
position. (CBUI-942) 
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14) Addressed bug whereby two subsequent network connections via different domain 
names but the same underlying IP were both reported using the first of the two domain 
names. (WIN-152) 
 

15) Fixed issue wherein CB sensor causing BSOD - Machines are also part of an AV-Container 
of Kaspersky that have the encryption modules present. ONLY the machines with both 
the encryption modules AND CB installed ended up with Blue screen. (WIN-181) 
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Known Issues and Limitations 
 

1) Licensing application does not work properly in a clustered environment. When licenses 
are applied via the UI, they are applied against the master only. The minions do not get 
an updated license. When the minion license expires, there is no indication of that in the 
UI. The minion does, however start rejecting data push to the server from sensors via 
the 402 HTTP error code. (ENT-3922) 

 
2) If sensor clock is wrong and in the future, UI does not interpret process start time 

correctly. (CBUI-1102) 
 

3) The state of the sensor changes to "Uninstall Pending Uninstalled" when uninstalling 
from the UI. (ENT-3698) 

 
4) In some cases CB Live PUT command fails silently. (CBUI-1138) 

 
5) When a sensor is moved out of a group with a user on a team with only "Viewer" access 

to that particular group, results for that group are still searchable for the time period it 
was in that group, but the process details page links get 405 errors. If the sensor is put 
back into the group, the 405 errors for those processes go away. (ENT-3788) 

 
6) Reshard tool can fail with “File Not Found” exception in turn causing a corrupt index.  If 

a re-shard is necessary please contact support for a potential work around. (ENT-3493) 
 

7) Power state of a Linux sensor is not displayed correctly on the host detail page - When 
Linux Sensor is powered off, icon next to Computer Name does not change to correct 
state. (LNX-53) 
 

8) When the UI is accessed using Chrome on a machine with touch screen capabilities, 
some UI page focus does not work correctly. (CBUI-1039) 

 
9) Count and IP address range queries do not work correctly using Firefox v.30+. (CBUI-

1208) 
 

10) On Win7 64-bit and Win8.1 systems that also have the Bit9 Agent installed, uninstalling 
the sensor fails with an “insufficient permissions” error unless Bit9 tamper protection is 
disabled. Please contact Bit9 Support if you need assistance disabling tamper 
protection. (WIN-204) 

 
11) When Carbon Black is integrated with Lastline or other connectors, there is a lag (up to 

24 hours) between the time when events in Lastline are submitted to Carbon Black and 
when they are displayed on the Carbon Black UI. (WISH-467) 
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Contacting Bit9 Support 
For your convenience, Bit9 Technical Support offers several channels for resolving support 
questions: 

Technical Support Contact Options 

Web: www.bit9.com 

E-mail: support@bit9.com 

Phone: 877.248.9098 (877.BIT9.098) 

Fax: 617.393.7499  

Hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST 

 

Reporting Problems 

When you call or e-mail Bit9 Technical Support, please provide the following information to the 
support representative: 

Required 
Information 

Description 

Contact Your name, company name, telephone number, and e-mail address 

Product version Product name (Carbon Black Server and Carbon Black Sensor version) 

Hardware 
configuration 

Hardware configuration of the Carbon Black Server or computer (processor, 
memory, and RAM)  

Document 
version 

For documentation issues, specify the version of the manual you are using. 
The date and version of the document appear after the copyright section of 
each manual.  

Problem Action causing the problem, error message returned, and event log output 
(as appropriate)  

Problem severity Critical, serious, minor, or enhancement 
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